AQUATRON
HEAVY DUTY WATER BASED DEGREASER - Non flammable - quick break. Safely removes contaminations from machinery, floors and all hard surfaces. Fast acting and penetrates soils quickly.

BRITEX
WELDING DESMUTTER - A weld cleaner suitable for stainless steel and acid resistant metals.

CARBONOL
COLD TANK DECARBONISING DIP - Removes carbon, grease, paint and heat modified soils from any metal. Fast acting, long lasting - economical - requires no heating or agitation. Safe to use - non flammable and non fuming.

CHEM STEAM
HEAVY DUTY STEAM CLEANING CONCENTRATE - A heavy duty liquid cleaning concentrate for use in steam cleaning and high pressure water units. Removes contaminations quickly leaving no residues. Retards corrosion on cleaned surfaces.

CITRA KLEEN E
HIGH PERFORMANCE NATURAL BASE SAFETY SOLVENT - Removes stubborn grease and other contaminations from all hard surfaces. Low flammability, low toxicity. Suitable for use in confined spaces.

CONCENTRATE
POWERFUL NEUTRAL, MULTI PURPOSE HARD SURFACE CLEANER - Ideal for all floor types - wood, linoleum, rubber, asphalt, vinyl, plastic, marble, terrazzo and tiles. Safe to use cleaner on any surface.

CORRONIL
METAL PROTECTIVE COATING - For long term protection of ferrous metals. Protects all ferrous metals including spare parts, instruments, dies, jigs and machinery surfaces from corrosion. Acid, alkali, water resistant and non toxic.

DESCALE 20
HOT TANK DECARBONISER & DEGREASER - Removes grease, rust, gum residues and paint from all ferrous metals using hot dip techniques. Low cost operation, power performance. Not recommended for cleaning of aluminium, magnesium or alloys.

DETER
HEAVY DUTY DEGREASER - Super degreaser and emulsifying concentrate. Powerfully penetrates the heaviest contaminations quickly. Removes sludge from oil tanks and grease, tar and bitumen from vehicles and road machinery.

HYDROSOLV
THE ULTIMATE UNIVERSAL HARD SURFACE CLEANER - Ideal for use in Automotive, Marine and Aircraft. Removes oils, grease, wax, carbon and dyes from all surfaces. Safe to use - will not harm solid paintwork.

HYDROSOLV
THE ULTIMATE UNIVERSAL HARD SURFACE CLEANER - A use as supplied solution of Hydrosolv where dilutions are not desired. Ideal for use in automotive, marine and aircraft. Removes oils, grease, wax, carbon and dyes from all surfaces. Safe to use - will not harm sound paintwork.

MULTREX
ALKALINE HEAVY DUTY MULTI PURPOSE CONCENTRATE - A powerful cleaning concentrate. Effective on greasy and oily contaminations. Can be used with steam, high pressure, manual and immersion cleaning forms.

NS13
ELECTRICAL SAFETY SOLVENT - Provides maximum safety during cleaning of electrical motors and components where water based products are inefficient or undesirable.

NS14
ELECTRICAL SAFETY SOLVENT - A high flash point solvent for the removal of oil, grease and carbon from electric, electronic and precision equipment. Dries quickly leaving no residues.

NS15
ELECTRICAL SAFETY SOLVENT - An in place degreasing solvent for electric motors. Can be used whilst motor is running. High solvency with no flash point. Dries quickly leaving no residues.

NS22
ELECTRICAL SAFETY SOLVENT - A dewatering safety solvent. Displaces moisture quickly and effectively. Dewater, decontaminates and dries quickly. Ideal for motors and winding generators, circuit breakers, junction boxes, ignition systems and electrical components.
NS25  
ELECTRICAL SOLVENT - A non chlorinated, high flash point, hydrocarbon cleaning solvent with very low toxicity. Dries slower for ease of use. Leaves no residues.

NS36  

PHOSPHEX  
ALUMINIUM AND STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER - Removes dirt and corrosion from aluminium and stainless steel. Brightens as it cleans, fast acting, rinses readily, non streaking and odourless.

SAFE T STRIP  
GRAFFITI REMOVER - A safe, non toxic, environmentally safe solvent designed to remove graffiti from all surfaces. Contains no chlorinated hydrocarbons, petroleum hydrocarbons, caustic or alkalis. Water rinsable, easy clean up of equipment. Occupationally safe and user friendly. Can be used without face masks and protective equipment.

SCALEX  
INHIBITED ACID CLEANER - Cleans excess mortar from new brickwork, concrete, trucks, bins, tubing, grime, algae, rust, stains, old brickwork and masonry. Descales boilers, condensers and heat exchanges. Dissolves corrosion from ferrous metals.

TREAT CRETE  
INHIBITED ACID CLEANER - Cleans excess mortar from cement trucks, new brickwork bins and tubing. Excellent for descaling boiler condensers and heat exchangers.

TRUST  
FIBREGLASS AND STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER/DESTAINER - removes acid sensitive contaminations and stains from stainless steel, fibre glass and painted surfaces in marine and industrial environments. Ideal for the removal of rust, marine algae and water marks.

YIELD  
MULTI PURPOSE HARD SURFACE CLEANER/REODORANT - An ideal neutral scrub/reodorant. Pure eucalyptus oil extracts provide fresh residual fragrance. Exceptional for industrial, institutional, council and municipal use.